SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Arial® Emergency Call & Nurse Call

Empower caregivers, improve workflow and staff productivity, and improve the overall resident experience

Solution Benefits

- **Centralized notifications and safety management:** Integrated directly with Foresite fall management and WanderGuard® BLUE wander management, Arial becomes the only application caregivers need to quickly identify residents who need care. Integrate EHR systems such as PointClickCare, event and alarm management from motion detectors, smoke detectors, door and window sensors, temperature and humidity monitors and more.

- **Arial Mobile App:** Eliminate the need for an additional communication device or cellular plan with the Arial Mobile App. Alerts can be sent directly to caregivers with complete information on the resident and their location. Caregivers can see who is responding to an alarm, coordinate care via text or voice within the app, track interaction time, and document services performed.

- **Arial Insights:** The Arial Management Dashboard shows performance against key benchmarks, letting you dig into specific call histories. Access reports anywhere, with automated reports on call volumes, response times and encounter details.

- **Security and access control:** Eliminate the need for a separate access control system, using Arial to control access levels and user credentials.

Challenges

Delivering a safe, secure environment for residents is always a top priority. But staffing challenges, occupancy struggles, and the demands of doing more with less (while maintaining quality care and services) continue to plague many senior living communities.

Solution

STANLEY Healthcare offers the widest range of reliable and accurate emergency and nurse call solutions with both wired and wireless options and solutions certified to meet UL 1069 and UL 2560 regulatory requirements. Arial solutions empower caregivers with better visibility to residents’ needs through extensive alerting, notification and reporting capabilities. Arial not only provides industry-standard tools to help caregivers respond quickly to calls for help, but also offers advanced capabilities that communities can use to engage and empower caregivers, improve workflow and staff productivity, and improve the overall resident experience.

How It Works

With Arial, communities have information at their fingertips regarding not only response times and the number of alarms, but also who is responding, how much time caregivers spend with a resident, and details about the encounter. The Arial Mobile App empowers caregivers to efficiently respond to resident needs and document encounters and services. Documentation of services provides visibility beyond standard response time and captures the invisible services that improve quality of life. Arial provides a single source for emergency call, UL 1069 nurse call, wander management, facility monitoring, environmental monitoring, fire panel integration, access control and building automation integration and fall management integration.
Arial® Centralized Alarm Management & Reporting
A powerful solution to ensure resident safety and security

Call Pendants and Call Stations
Messaging Devices
Wander Management
Foresite Mobile Alert
Visual Dashboards and Customized Reports
Smoke Detection and Fire Panel Integration
Daily Resident Check-in
Motion Detection, Door/Window Contacts, Glassbreak Sensors, Leak Detectors, Temperature & Humidity Sensors

“The [Arial] product as a whole is better with every extra piece tied into it. The fact that everything interacts, communicates, and comes together to give us the data that we need really improves our efficiency as a company.”

BOBBY NERO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE RESERVE AT BRENTWOOD

About STANLEY Healthcare
Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.